I. Call to Order – 5:03 PM

II. Roll Call (P=Present, A=Absent, E=Excused)
   - Connor Mathias - P
   - Liz Sunday - P
   - Conal McNamara - P
   - Katie Malek - P
   - Stefan Rudel - P
   - Sam Wisneski - P
   - Nathan Anderson - P
   - Daniel Dyer - P
   - Amanda Grzybien - P
   - Silbi Isein - P
   - Clarence Kinnard - P
   - Dylan Schneider - A
   - Emma Horvath - P
   - Michael Kirsanov - P
   - Seth Kochheiser - P
   - Becky Eaton - A
   - Robert Bavisotto - P
   - Reed Heintzkill - P
   - Yugg Kolhe - E
   - Valerie Edgington - P
   - Zen Johnston - P
   - Jared Wescott - P
   - Nikia Handy - P

III. Reports
   - Connor Mathias - has been working on the meetings regarding the new legislation. Met with the dean of students going over policy updates about misconduct and discussed the daytime parking. Met with Kelly Hag about new system of cancelling school this year, because of the late notice last year. Looking to notice at 6 am now.
   - Liz Sunday - nothing new to report
   - Conal McNamara - ESMC will be meeting the coming week, has met with Cary about the parking legislation that they drew up for this meeting. Conal has a few meetings regarding the listening tour set up.
     - Katie Malek – Has been meeting with senators which has been going well, has also met with committees and groups they lead.
     - Stefan Rudel - nothing new to report
   - Sam Wisneski - Got a new tablecloth for tabling, has been continuing to work on the newsletter.
dd. Nathan Anderson - The deadline for SAC grant meetings has been pushed back, there is a new senate seat open on that committee

e. Daniel Dyer - Has made the legislation for the daytime parking, attended the slic and sfc meetings

ff. Amanda Grzybien - met with slic

gg. Silbi Isein - nothing new to report

hh. Clarence Kinnard - attended the meeting regarding the legislation.

ii. Emma Horvath - nothing to report

jj. Michael Kirsanov - nothing to report

kk. Seth Kochheiser - nothing to report

ll. Robert Bavisotto – was not present during reports

mm. Reed Heintzkill - Has had a number of meetings with SAC

nn. Valerie Edgington - nothing to report

oo. Zen Johnston - was elected vice chair of finance committee, wanted to make sure the memorandum of understanding between the UW system of students and administration. The committee failed to meet over the summer, has not received explanation on why no one stepped in as the committee was not meeting.

pp. Jared Wescott – nothing to report

qq. OAC - has their special meeting, has been focusing on

rr. SAPS - there were no freshman candidates one new transfer election. There are not enough people on the independent election committee. Exec failed and now senate failed, the committee needs one more student for quorum. Lastly SAC has two student senate seats and two other student seats.

IV. Open Forum

There are no members of the public wishing to speak.

V. Approval of Agenda

a. Motion by Zen to approve the Agenda. Seconded. Motion to approve Agenda passes unanimously.

Reed would like to add item 8.c “Brief Discussion of SAC”. OAC interjects that this would not be adhering to open meeting laws. Reed rescinds the motion.

VI. Special Orders

a. Removal Proceedings

Saudiel speaks about the special meeting regarding the legislation passed, unanimously voted that it was decided, Sydney was removed, Connor became president.

Reed asks about filling Connor’s old position. SAPS says that Katie and Connor would appoint and there would be a two thirds confirmation vote.

Connor would like to say that it was very tough that Sydney has been removed and that he believes that it was all handled very well by all involved. He says that we should all be focused on moving forward.

Motion to package and approve items Emma. Seconded.

Reed would like to know about a possible meeting of SAC that deemed packaging and approving is not allowed.
OAC says that they will look into it, but they believe it is common practice and alright. 
Motion passes unanimously.

a. Committee Appointments
   i. Daniel Dyer - Information Technology Policy Committee
   ii. Alexis Strode – SAC
   iii. Andrew Ayala - Dean of Helen Bader School of Welfare Search and Screen Committee
   iv. Amillia Heredia – WAC
   v. Bingqing He – SFC
   vi. Joey O’Neill - Non-Academic Misconduct Hearing Committee
   vii. Carolyn Kusel - Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Mental Health
   viii. Darcy Guenterberg - Graduate Scholastic Appeals Committee

b. Senator Appointments
   i. Justice Johnson – Woman’s Advocacy Senator

   Justice speaks on their qualifications.
   Daniel asks about Justice’s specific interest/projects. Justice says they want to bring forward the issues that their constituents are experiencing on campus.
   Motion to approve Justice Johnson as Woman’s advocacy senator by Daniel. Motion passes unanimously.

c. Senator Swearing in

   Senators Zen, Nikia, Justice, and Jarred are sworn in.

I. Old Business
   a. Approval of the senate minutes from 09-22-19 as amended.

   Motion to approve by Silbi. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

II. New Business
   a. Daytime Parking Policy Legislation

   Daniel speaks on his legislation, there has been a lot of discussion about the reinterpretation of the law that has the requirements to qualify. This is a problem for out of state/country students. This legislation is asking the city of Milwaukee to reconsider, due to the huge financial burden. Passed by Exec and by SLIC.

   Zen moves to adopt the legislation. Seconded.
   Reed stated that he had sent an email with suggested edits, asks why he never heard back about this. Daniel says that he went through all suggested edits and included them.
   Reed says it did not appear to include their edits, but stated that he did not deem the edits important enough to amend the legislation at this point.

   Motion passes unanimously.

   b. Resolution for the Use of the Gregorian Calendar

   Sen speaks on their legislation, saying that our bylaws Silbi motions to approve. Seconded.
   Robert asks if it is a Christian calendar, whether or not it is Before Christ or Before Current Era.

   Zen says it is the calendar that most societies use.
Motion passes unanimously

III. Questions and Concerns

Reed says that SAC is facing a crisis as there is no vice chair to do the minutes and records. There is no one who would be able to do it, there has been talk about hiring someone to take notes since there is no one to fill the role.
Connor asks where the money would come from.
Reed says that there is a large amount of money in SA Budget for funding that he believes it could be used for this.
Nathan said it has been discussed as a temporary solution to have a rotating schedule so that everyone can have a chance to participate fully.
Reed reminds that it is extremely important that the money votes are recorded in detail and wanted everyone to be aware.

IV. Adjournment

Meeting adjourned at 5:35 pm